Investment in Conventional economic has been practiced longer enough better than invention in Islamic economic. For almost 20 years it has been introduced through the establishment of Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad (BIMB), many scholars said that bank were insist on BBA and Murābahah (profit-based financing) modes of operations better than Muḍārabah and Musyārakah (equity-based financing) modes of operations although with the profit and loss sharing (PLS), its leads to better exploitation of labour and capital towards a just, stable and efficient society. This study tries to observe and evaluate the performances and the implementation of PLS in BIMB Holdings Berhad. First chapter will describe the meaning of investment in both Conventional and Islamic economic systems. Chapter two will focus on services in BIMB Holdings Berhad which consists of deposit, financing and trades services. Chapter three will highlight the services offered by BIMB Banting branch. Chapter four will analyses of the Banting muslim community in the investment activities of BIMB.